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ABSTRACT: This  article  examines  the  main  provisions  and  essence  of information security 

of the banking system of the Republic of Uzbekistan.  Management  of  the  information  security  

system is  an  integral  part  of  the  management  of  any  organization, regardless of its scope, size, 

etc. The paper describes the main stages  of  the  creation  of  an  information  security  system, examines  

the  main  approaches  to  building  an  information security  system  and  the  conduct  of  an  effective  

information policy  that  specifies  the  specific  features  and  differences  of the information banking 

system from the information systems of other organizations, based on the requirements of the latest 

domestic    Bank    of    Uzbekistan    Standard    for    ensuring information security of organizations 

of the banking system of the Republic of Uzbekistan 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The formation of a banking sector resistant 

to various shocks is one of the most urgent 

directions of development of the economy of 

Uzbekistan. Currently, the economy of 

Uzbekistan has a certain financial stabilization. 

At the same time, there are problems that have 

not been properly resolved. They concern 

primarily the banking system. Some of them are 

so acute that they pose a threat to the security of 

the entire economy, not just commercial banks. 

Destructive factors are catalysts of economic 

threats. Low rates of structural transformations in 

the economy, raw materials orientation of export 

industries, their close relationship with foreign 

economic conditions, unstable development of 

the international trade market, the influence of 

political forces, negatively affect the structure of 

the domestic banking market focused on export 

industries (Storozhuk Irina, 2005). 
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The weakness of the resource base, the 

economic insolvency of clients, the lack of the 

required volume of long-term deposits, and 

undercapitalization have become a serious 

obstacle to the safe development of commercial 

banks. Destructive, crisis-forming processes 

continuing in the banking sector are aggravated 

by the low level of development of banking 

competition, the underdevelopment of the 

financial market, lagging behind international 

standards, and insufficient development of 

modern banking technologies (Gabborov O, 

2021). 

The rates of financial stabilization differ in 

different segments of territorial reproduction 

processes, which leads to imbalances in the 

regional development of commercial banks. 

Opaque ownership structure; poor asset quality; 

insufficient qualification level of banking 

specialists; poor quality of management, 

including weak efficiency of risk management 

systems; do not smooth out the arising internal 

contradictions.  

The domestic system of banking supervision 

does not give a sufficiently objective assessment 

of the real financial condition of banks, the 

quality of internal control is not up to the mark, 

there is no rating for the quality of corporate 

governance, and there is no rating for financial 

security. These negative processes lead to a 

weakening of the regulation of financial relations 

in the banking sector.(Nimatov I, 2021) 

Today, an important direction for the 

successful development of the banking sector has 

become the implementation of international 

banking standards, which include the 

recommendations of the Basel Committee on 

Banking Supervision and the Financial Action 

Task Force on Money Laundering (FATF). The 

main purpose of applying these standards for 

commercial banks in Uzbekistan is to maintain 

their financial stability and economic security 

both in the domestic and foreign markets 

(Natocheeva Natalya 2004)  

 

The  development  of  the  global  economic  

space  expands the  opportunities for  banking  

activities.  at  the  current  stage of  economic  

development, the  banking  system plays  a key 

role  in the  functioning of economic  systems.  

institutions and  in the  life of  every person, 

which means  that  it  is  subject to  an  increased  

risk  of  information  security.  The  problem  of  

studying  and  effective management  of  

information  security  in  the  banking  system  

has  become  particularly  important  sharpness  

in modern ones terms and conditions, what 

explained by next reasons for:  

 

cutting height scale up development email 

address infrastructure bank card number the 

system; 

 

significant  increase  impacts  intensive  

developing  company  email  address  

infrastructure  bank  card number  the  system  on  

all  sides  economic  life  activities  in  as  a  result  

use  cases  electronic  devices payment systems 

systems;  

 

structural   features   changes,   ongoing   

events   in   bank   card   number   system,   

associated   with   fast development  financial  

services  organizations  with  new  ones  

appearing  banking  services  products  and 

services, by globalization financial services 

markets and etc. 

 

 

To ensure  information security,  you should 

accurately assess the risks and  introduce the 

necessary  systems security  features.  Provision  
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information  system  safety  in  banks —this  

system  level  process,  requiring developments  

a  set  of  measures  that  will  be  aimed  at  

reducing  losses  to  a  minimum  level  and  that  

will reduce probability of occurrence of the risk 

in the future.  

Expanding the range and increasing the 

volume of  banking  services  requires  the  

availability  of  common approaches,  common  

terminology  and  common criteria  for  assessing  

the  state  of  information  security  of  banks  in  

the  Russian  Federation.  at  the  level  of national 

standards –only in these conditions is it possible 

to ensure the necessary level of sustainability 

bank card number the system.  

Factors, which should be considered by 

providing information system safety banks: 

1. The  information  stored  and  processed  

in  banks  is  real  money.  In  case  of  unsafe  

access  to  this  one  for more  information  threats  

information  system  safety  submit  essential  

danger:  through  tools  computing power 

technicians  can  open  up  loans,  produced  by  

different  payouts,  but  also  get translated  

significant amounts  of  money  without  of  your  

knowledge  owner's  name  this  account.  

Obviously,   what  is  illegal manipulation? with 

information will result in to losses varying 

degrees. 

2. If  information  related  to the  banking  

sector  concerns  a  large  number  of  people  and  

organizations,  then there is clients banks. Bank  

must to provide acceptable  level  information 

system safety, what is priority its task is 

activities. 

3. It depends on how convenient it is  for the 

client to work with the bank, as well as on the 

wide range of services provided to them the 

bank's competitiveness directly depends on it. 

That is why the bank should provide  the  

opportunity  to  quickly  and  efficiently  hassle-

free  orders  in  cash  by  other  means.  However 

similar  ease  of  use  access  points  to  in  cash  

assets  and  increases  the  number  of  intruders,  

which  show interest to bank account systems. 

4. The Bankis obliged to ensure  high 

reliability of  its information  systems. systems  

even  in  in case of an incident  information  

security,  because  the  bank,  unlike  most  

companies,  is  responsible  not  only  for  its own 

funds tools, but and behind your own money 

clients. 

5. The  bank  stores  important  information  

about  its  customers,  which  expands  the  range  

of  potential intruders,  interested  parties  in  theft  

or  worse  such  information.  In  goals  security  

features  interests  from threats,  related  products  

with  information  system  security  of  the  

banking  system  of  the  Republic  of Uzbekistan,  

domestic  standards  for  information  security  of  

the  banking  system  of  the  Republic  of 

Uzbekistan were created. safety. 

The   main   one   by   document   is   standard   

Pot   Of   Uzbekistan   "Software   information 

system   safety organizations  bank  card  number  

the  system  Of  the  Republic  of  Uzbekistan.  

Common  provisions",  where scheduled events 

requirements international organizations 

standards in the field of information system 

safety based on features modern bank card 

number the system Uzbekistan. The  logic  of  the  

standard  consists  in  describing  the  following  

stages  of  creating  an  information  security 

system: safety . 

1. Forming  policies  information  system  

safety -preparation  documents  and  standards,  

defining features purposes, tasks and 

requirements policies information system safety, 

formulation on their to the database the  main  

ones  provisions,  regulations,  instructions  for  

each  one  regions  activities  pot  (questions 

management an antivirus program security 
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features, provision information security on stages 

life cycle of the cycle ABS). 

2. Defining  the  scope  of  the  information  

security  management  system -it  should  be  

identified  system boundaries,  for  which  you  

should  use  to  be secured  mode  information  

system security  based  on  the organization's  

structure,  information  resources,  and  

automated  systems,  and  as  well  as  data  

processing technologies and application 

software. Based on the results of this stage, the 

following documents should be  drawn  up:  

instructions,  reflective  elements  the borders the  

system,  list  resources  information  system the 

system, subjects protection. 

3. Evaluation  and  processing  risks  

information  system  safety –task  evaluations  

risks  consists  of  in definition  indicators  risks  

information  system  the  system  and  her  

resources.  By  total evaluations  risks  compiled  

by  documents,  describing  parameters  threats  

safety,  vulnerabilities  and possible  ones  results  

negative  content  impacts;  becomes  possible  

choose  tools,  providing  services desired one 

level information system safety organizations. 

Management  information  system  by  

security -generated  by  comprehensive  system  

security  features information   system   safety,   

including   in   myself   standards   and   

requirements   to   functioning   services 

information  security,  detection  and  response  

to  system  vulnerabilities  .  Information  

Management  by security –very  important  ones  

problems  in  bank  card  number  the  system.  

Bank  card  system  subject  to various risks and 

uncertainties and is a very complex structure. In 

such an atmosphere, it is very difficult to initiate 

the system assessments and simulations the main 

ones risks. 

Monitoring  the  achievement  of  

information  security  policy  goals –the  process  

of  verifying  compliance installed  ones  

requirements  by  providing  information  system  

safety  by  to  other  funds  audit  results 

information  system  safety,  conducting  an  

event  self-assessments  and  analysis  

functioning  the  system security features 

information system security, decision-making on 

tactical and strategic improvements to the 

information security system. safety. 

Information  availability  indicates  whether  

information  users  can  exercise  their  access  

rights.  Integrity  data source  shows their  

immutability  by  when  executing  operations  

with  with  them,  be  that  broadcast, usage  or 

storage  for  more  information  .  Privacy  Policy  

for  more  information  presents  by  yourself  

prohibition  on her  disclosure  unauthorized  

persons  without  the  prior  consent  of  the  

parties.  Information  security  affects stability 

resources and the quality of services provided. In 

the  modern  banking  business,  it  is the quality 

of services  that  is  one  of  the  most  important  

factors.  the  main  ones  factors  success.  Low  

quality,  in  volume including  by  the  reason  

unsatisfactory  security  features  It  is  a  source  

of  operational,  financial  and reputational risks  

for the bank. Digital  interaction between by the 

user bank accounts services and  financial by an 

organization must to be safe, comfortable and 

accessible by the price. 

The  task  of  implementing  an  information  

security  process  in  an  organization  must  meet  

the  following requirements:  level  her  

organizational  level  and  technological  

equipment  development.  Provision  privacy 

policy,  integrity  issues  and  availability  for  

more  information  may  with  with  confidence  

assign  it  to  to necessary  conditions  continuities  

a  business.  Requirements  to  improving  the  

system  and  implementations measures by 

providing information system safety formulated 
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by on based on definitions level maturity levels 

these processes  in organizations. For  

implementations policies  information system  

safety process groups in the  form  of  a  cyclic  

Deming  model  are  used  to  maintain  it  at  the  

appropriate  level:  «.. –planning-implementation 

–validation-improvement-planning -..", which is 

the basis of themodel management system 

standards characteristics gost R ISO 9001 and 

Information Security System ISO/IEC IS 27001-

2005. 

 Model maturity  levels  processes  

management  information  security  of  the 

organization  in  this  standard  is  based  on the  

maturity  model  defined  by  by  standard  Cobit  

5,  where  the  following  are  entered  maturity  

levels processes : 

Level  zero -incomplete  process -this  

process  has  not  yet  been  implemented  or  is  

not  capable  of  at  least partially  correspond  to  

its  purpose,  there  are  no  processes  within  the  

organization's  activities  information security 

management. The problem of ensuring 

information security is considered managing it 

organizations how exclusively  technical  

information.  Separate  services  information  

system  safety  no.                 Organizational 

matters measures to maintain the necessary 

security level missing items. 

First  level -completed  process -the  process  

is  implemented  and  meets  its  intended  

purpose,  but  available ones processes security  

features and management information system by  

security  not they are standardized. Importance   

ensuring   information   security   by   an   

organization   is   understood   and   considered   

as   an interconnected complex organizational 

issues and technical services measures. 

Second  level -managed  process -

implemented  process of  the  previous -first one 

-level  up  now  managed (i.e.  planned,  tracked,  

and  adjusted).  The  company's  management  

approved  the  concept  and  information security  

policy,  protection  plan,  and  other  regulatory  

and  methodological  materials  and  job  

descriptions instructions. 

The  third  level  is  an  established  process-

a  managed  process  that  able  to  bring  expected  

results  results, characterized  by  that,  what  

processes  standardized,  documented  and  

completed  before  staff  members through  

training.  Methods  of  information  security  risk  

analysis  that  meet  the  basic  level  of  

information security  risk  analysis  have  been  

developed.  level  security  features  information  

system  the  system.  Defined structure and 

structure services information system safety. 

Fourth  level-Predictable  process-the  

established  process  now  gets  results  in  the  

following  conditions: specified  values  

restrictions,  processes  management  information  

system  by  security  are  located  in  stages 

continuous  improvements  and  are  based  on  

good  practice.  At  this  level,  actions  are  aimed  

at  development and improvement methods 

detections and response time on attacks. Also 

must prevention methods should be 

implemented. 

Fifth  level-optimized  process-security  

measures  are  used  in  an  organization  in  a  

comprehensive  manner, creating  and  

maintaining  a  stable  environment.  providing.  

The  organization  can  to  fast  adaptations  by 

changes in the environment and business. 

In  foreign practice,  in  contrast  to  Uzbek,  

the  use  of  the  maturity  model  for  process  

management  ensuring information  security  is  

widespread.  An  example  of  this  is  a  series  of  

standards  ISO27000,  which  regulates 

information  security  management  issues.  

Obviously,  before  the  organization,  

implementing  company activity  by  
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management  information  system  by  security,  

early  or  It's  late  gets  up  question  about  

volume, how meet these requirements, to what 

extent and at what level of detail, etc. These and 

other questions can be answered by to help model 

maturity levels, on based on which one will be 

held estimation maturity level processes. 
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